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Rutting is common pavement distress, which leads to lower riding comfort for road users and high maintenance costs. One of the
commonly used tests is the simulation test with wheel tracking devices. Here, a new rutting test system has been developed based
on the “Driving Wheel Pavement Analyzer” (DWPA) to evaluate the rutting performance of asphalt mixtures. This study conducted
three types of rutting tests to validate feasibility, reliability, and accuracy of DWPA test. The results indicated that the DWPA test
provided more information on ruts and enabled us to distinguish the performance of materials. The 𝐶DWPA index is better suited to
reflect the rutting resistance of the material, which is highly correlated to the APA rutting index and the rutting test index of China
according to the grey relational analysis results.

1. Introduction
Rutting has long been a major concern for flexible asphalt
pavements. It is also one of the most common permanent
pavement deformations due to repetitive traffic loads, which
gradually accumulate small pavement deformations that
appear as longitudinal depressions in the wheel paths of
roadways [1]. Not only is rutting a concern for driving safety,
but also it reduces pavement strength and the service life,
increasing the difficulty of pavement maintenance as well
as its cost. Therefore, finding an appropriate rutting test is
the most important project for asphalt mixture performance
evaluation [2–5].
According to the 19th world road conference (participants
were, e.g., Great Britain, France, Italy, Canada, and other
countries), 16 countries provided survey data and most
countries agreed that using the Marshall design method of
asphalt mixture stability and flow value index did not result
in a good correlation with the actual permanent pavement
deformation. Even if Marshall stability and flow value index
of the asphalt mixture are satisfied, the rutting of pavement
still cannot be effectively controlled at high temperatures.

Therefore, it has been required to use the British Transport and Road Research Laboratory (TRRL) or the French
Laboratories Central des Ponts et Chaussees (LCPC) rut
testing device for additional testing. Furthermore, a variety
of methods have been developed to evaluate the performance
of asphalt mixtures at high temperature.
With respect to various studies on rutting performance of
pavement materials, a variety of rutting test equipment was
developed [6–20], such as the Asphalt Pavement Analyzer
(APA), the Hamburg Wheel Tracking Device (HWTD),
the French Pavement Rutting Tester (FPRT), the Purdue
University Laboratory Rutting Instrument (PURWHEEL),
South Africa’s Small Mobile Loading Simulator (MMLS3),
the Multiwheel Rutting Instrument (RLWT), and China’s
Rutting Test Machine. These rutting tests have similar working principles; that is, the asphalt test specimen is tested
under a specified temperature, load conditions, and load
repetitions. Then, the amount of vertical deformation is
measured and relevant indicators are calculated. Currently,
different types of rutting devices and different methods in
terms of the performance of the test are in use. Consequently,
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Figure 1: DWPA rutting test system.

different rutting equipment and test methods for materials
have great influence on the evaluation of results: different
loading methods, test temperature, wheel load, and specimen
size will lead to differences of test results.
However, the above types of rutting testers have a common characteristic, that is, the use of towed test wheels, and
therefore cannot simulate the horizontal shear force on the
road surface, resulting in rutting test results inevitably conflicting with the actual road rut. Wang et al. [21] summarized
the characteristics of the rutting test equipment commonly
used in China and abroad and proposed that the current
rutting test equipment still had room for improvement. For
example, the wheel load, test speed, and tire pressure should
be variable to simulate the actual loading condition of the
pavement. Due to the complexity of the actual pavement
stress, the South China University of Technology designed
and developed the “Driving Wheel Pavement Analyzer”
(DWPA), which uses the automobile tire drive specimen
wheel rotation system. This device can accurately represent
the conditions between pavement and tire stress, and also
corresponding load, tire pressure, speed, and environmental
conditions can be set according to different test. This study
introduces the choice of the rutting evaluation index and
also opens a new direction for the rutting analysis of asphalt
mixture.

2. Composition of the Rutting Test System
The main rutting test system used for our study is the
“Driving Wheel Pavement Analyzer” (DWPA), which is a
device that can be used for road surface pavement material
durability evaluations, pavement skid resistance performance
evaluations, and pavement noise evaluations. The accelerated
loading core part includes the driving wheel (an actual tire)
and the specimen wheel. The specimen wheel is composed of
eight (8) samples of asphalt mixtures. Typically, it takes about
one week to mold and mount these specimens onto the wheel.
Figure 1 shows that rutting data measurement and acquisition systems are mainly composed of a laser displacement
sensor, the data collecting system, and the temperature

control system structure. Two (2) KEYENCE high precision
laser displacement sensors (with a maximum resolution of
5 × 10−3 mm) are used to measure the rutting depth. The
sensors are installed tilted to improve the amount of received
light. Furthermore, a specially designed adjustable bracket is
used to bring the sensors as close to the target as possible
(as shown in Figure 2). We set the distance between both
displacement sensors to 50 mm according to the tire width
(80 mm). To reduce the impact of temperature changes
on the measurement accuracy, the displacement sensor is
integrated within a specially designed temperature control
system, which is able to ensure that the sensor temperature
stays below 30∘ C.
To measure the rutting depth on the center and the edge
of the wheel track, one (1) of the laser displacement sensors
is located centrally to capture the displacement in the middle
of the wheel track, while the other one is placed on the edge
to capture the amount upper convex on the edge of the wheel
track (as shown in Figure 3). According to the measured data,
the rut depth can be calculated. Furthermore, the calculation
method is consistent with the actual rut depth calculation
method. The displacement data of the edge will help to
determine the time and amount of when and how much
the shear deformation occurs on the material. The vertical
displacement signal of each piece of specimen is received via
digital converter and converted into rut depth. These data are
stored by the data acquisition system, which is designed with
real-time data query, historical data query, and data export
function.
The DWPA device uses one pneumatic tire with a width
of 80 mm (maximum inflation pressure can reach 720 kPa)
and the axial load can be selected between 1.5 and 3.5 kN (the
maximum can reach 4.5 kN). However, in our research, tire
inflation pressure was set to 700 kPa, 2.5 kN for the axial load,
and 0.7 MPa for the position of contact pressure. The wheel
speed can be adjusted between 0 and 40 km/h. Considering
data transmission and acquisition frequency limit, we used
3.23 km/h as a stable wheel speed. The test temperature
was adjustable between 20 and 80∘ C, and according to the
conditions to perform the rutting test in China and abroad,
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Figure 2: KEYENCE laser displacement sensors.

Figure 3: Setup of laser displacement sensors. The red arrows refer to the position where laser light is pointing at.

60∘ C was selected as temperature [5]. We noticed that the
specimens heat preservation time could not be below 5.5
hours.
The DWPA uses a curved mold and curved specimens (as
shown in Figure 4). The outside diameter of each specimen
is 1000 mm and inside diameter is 900 mm. The inner arc
length is 306 mm and the width is 300 mm. The specimen
is compressed with an improved flat head roller (as shown
in Figure 5). The rolling repetitions are 70 times. Usually,
the thickness of the specimen is 50 mm; however, for special
requirements, it can be increased to 65 mm.

3. Test Design
In this study, we performed rutting with APA, Chinese
standard rutting test, and also the new rutting tester at the
same time. Based on a comparison of different equipment,
we validated both accuracy and reliability of the new rutting
measurement system. Three types of asphalt were used such
as 70# pavement asphalt, SBS modified asphalt, and high
modified asphalt (Table 1). Necessary tests were performed
such as asphalt penetration, asphalt softening point, and ductility. The mixture proportion was determined via Marshall

Figure 4: Curved specimen and its mold.

Test. In total, six different asphalt mixtures, including three
representative gradations, were used (as shown in Table 2):
dense granular compositions asphalt concrete AC-13C and
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Figure 5: Flat head roller and compacted specimen.

Table 1: Technical parameters of asphalt.
𝑇P (0.1 mm)
67
58.5
36.5

𝑇SP (∘ C)
49.8
71.4
79.5

D (cm)
14
34.2
22.5

10

Rut depth (mm)

Asphalt
70# paving grade asphalt
SBS modified asphalt
High modified asphalt

1

AC-13F, skeleton dense asphalt mixture SMA-13, and MLB13. Among these, the MLB-13 mixture was designed via the
multilevel mixing method [21–23].

4. Test Results and Data Analysis
4.1. Rutting Test Result. Figure 3 shows the results for the
DWPA rutting test. Figure 6 shows the DWPA loading system
for the average of different materials, determining the rutting
depth after the test. The test data shows that, after 8000
repetitions, the AC-13C mixture with the 70# paving grade
asphalt had the deepest rut, while the MLB-13 mixture with
the SBS modified asphalt had the smallest rut.
Furthermore, the DWPA rutting test significantly distinguished the influence of asphalt type on the rutting performance of mixture. For the same gradation (AC-13C), the
rut depth was reduced with a simultaneous reduction of the
asphalt penetration, which agreed with existing research and
engineering practice. DWPA could also identify the influence
of the gradation. For mixtures with the same SBS modified
asphalt, the rut depths of MLB-13 and SMA-13 mixtures
were small, while the rut depth of the AC-13F mixture was
relatively deep. Therefore, the DWPA rutting measurement
system is stable and fully achieves the design specification
requirements. Secondly, the DWPA rutting test can be used
for a rutting performance evaluation of the asphalt mixture.
Figure 7 and Table 3 show the results of APA rutting
test and Chinese standard rutting test, respectively. Figure 7

0.1
10
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1000

10000

Repetitions
AC-13F SBS
SMA-13 SBS
MLB-13 SBS

AC-13C high modulus
AC-13C SBS
AC-13C 70#

Figure 6: Average cumulative DWPA rutting.

shows that the APA test results and the DWPA test results
were identical: the AC-13C mixture with 70# asphalt showed
the worst rutting performance, while the AC-13F mixture
with SBS modified asphalt achieved second place. This was
because the former used 70# paving grade asphalt, which
was not as good as the polymer modified bitumen and the
latter used weaker gradation. The rutting performance of
the MLB-13 mixture was the best. From these results, we
noticed that both DWPA test and APA test were able to
distinguish different rutting performances of asphalt mixtures; however, due to the different characteristics of the test
equipment, final rut depths were different. Under the same
load repetitions (the APA test defined the load wheel back
and forth reciprocating movement for a loading cycle, and
one loading cycle meant two repetitions. The DWPA test
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Table 2: Mix design information of asphalt mixtures.
Granular composition
Asphalt
Asphalt aggregate ratio (%)

AC-13F
SBS modified
asphalt
4.9

AC-13C
SBS modified
asphalt
4.3

AC-13C
70# paving
grade asphalt
4.4

AC-13C
High modified
asphalt
4.3

SMA-13
SBS modified
asphalt
5.9

MLB-13
SBS modified
asphalt
4.8

100
100
85
68
50
38
28
20
15
8

100
90
68
38
24
15
10
7
5
4

100
90
68
38
24
15
10
7
5
4

100
90
68
38
24
15
10
7
5
4

100
89
63
25
19
15
14
13
12
10

100
81
69
49
31
21
15
12
10
6

16
13.2
9.5
4.75
2.36
1.18
0.6
0.3
0.15
0.075

Table 3: Results of the Chinese standard rutting test.
Granular composition
AC-13F
MLB-13
SMA-13
AC-13C
AC-13C
AC-13C

Asphalt
SBS modified asphalt
SBS modified asphalt
SBS modified asphalt
High modified asphalt
SBS modified asphalt
70# paving grade asphalt

Rut depth (mm)

10

1
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Figure 7: Average cumulative APA rutting.

defined one rotation of the specimen wheel for a loading
cycle, meaning one repetition), the rut depths of the mixture
under the DWPA test were higher compared to the APA test.
Thus, it can be concluded that the DWPA rutting test allows

Rut depth (mm)
3.824
1.925
2.019
1.720
2.507
5.393

Dynamic stability (time/mm)
2543.3
7076.4
7254.8
6289.2
3753.6
1695.7

for more rigorous test conditions, thus simulating real traffic
conditions of the environment and load characteristics.
Table 3 shows that the orders of rutting performance of
mixtures for both the Chinese rutting test and the DWPA
test were basically identical. According to the rut depths
for both tests, the main difference was the performance of
the MLB-13 mixture and the AC-13C mixture with high
modified asphalt. The rut depth of the AC-13C mixture with
the high modified asphalt mixture was smaller than for the
MLB-13 mixture, which is in contrast to the DWPA test. In
fact, in China we actually used dynamic stability index to
reflect the rutting performance of asphalt mixture during the
high temperature season, expressed as the repetition of the
passes of the wheel to generate a deformation of 1 mm. Using
the dynamic stability for evaluation standard, the SMA-13
mixture showed the best antirutting ability, followed by the
MLB-13 mixture with the same SBS asphalt. Furthermore,
the AC-13C mixture with 70# pavement petroleum asphalt
mixture showed the worst antirutting ability. In summary,
using the Chinese rutting test results as benchmark, the
rut depth index under DWPA test was consistent with the
Chinese rutting test results. When using the dynamic stability
evaluation index, the DWPA test was generally able to reflect
the rutting performance of different materials.
4.2. Evaluation Index and Choice of Evaluation Standard. The
European Union standards for rutting tests mainly utilize
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Table 4: Results of 𝐶DWPA .
𝐶DWPA /(time/mm)
850.3
2426.5
2359.3
1843.5
1213.0
486.6

Asphalt
SBS modified asphalt
SBS modified asphalt
SBS modified asphalt
High modified asphalt
SBS modified asphalt
70# paving grade asphalt

three indexes: deformation slope WTS (mm/103 times), total
deformation (usually indicating the rut depth after 10000
cycles), and the percentage of rut depth (PRD). The evaluation index in different countries depends on the prevalent
conditions and situations in each country; a good example is
France, which frequently uses total deformation. In the UK,
the deformation slope and the total deformation are used as
key indicators. Dynamic stability applies for China, Germany,
and Japan. However, although the Chinese standards and the
Hamburg rutting test use the same deformation slope index,
the selected time points are different during the calculation.
In this study, three rutting devices were used to perform
the rutting test. Even though each has its own characteristic,
all were able to distinguish between the worst antirutting
performance (AC-13C mixture with 70# asphalt) and best
good antirutting performance (MLB-13 mixture) mixtures;
however, there is still variation in the performance of the
mixture. Furthermore, we cannot ignore different factors that
influence the rutting performance. It can be noticed that the
APA test uses the total rut depth as the evaluation index
(AASHTO TP 63-07 provides the maximum deformation
measured after 8000 cycles [23–25]), while the Chinese
standard rutting test uses dynamic stability. With regard to
the DWPA test, the appropriate evaluation index still requires
further discussion.
4.2.1. Deformation Slope Index. The asphalt mixture rutting
test curve generally includes three stages: the supplementary compaction stage, the shear deformation stage, and
the shear failure stage. Chinese’s dynamic stability indexes
are calculated at 45 min and 60 min according to the displacements, essentially reflecting the creep properties of
the mixture during the shear deformation stage. Related
research indicated that it usually took 120 s for the mixture
to end the supplementary compaction stage, which meant
adopting between 45 min and 60 min as the calculation time
to guarantee that the amount of deformation was in the shear
deformation stage. However, the DWPA test provides more
severe test conditions, which means that direct application to
the calculation method in Chinese standard may cause error.
If flow deformation happened during the shear deformation stage, the belt of the wheel track would be concave and
the edge of the wheel track convex. Therefore, we can trace
the change of the height at the edge of the wheel track. As a
result, we can identify whether the mixture entered the shear
deformation stage.

Remark

𝐶DWPA = 6000/(𝑑2 − 𝑑1 )

20

15
Rut depth (mm)
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AC-13F
MLB-13
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Figure 8: Decomposition of DWPA rutting depth.

Figure 8 shows that the deformation times were different
between mixtures during the shear deformation phase. The
AC-13 mixture with 70# asphalt was the first to show signs
of shear deformation (after about 300 repetitions), while
the MLB-13 mixture, approximately after 900 repetitions.
Within the creep stability period, the deformations were more
accurate; therefore, for the first calculation point (𝑑1 ) we
chose 2000 repetitions for the total deformation as the creep
slope, as during the test performance shear failure did not
occur in the materials. We chose 8000 repetitions for the
total deformation for the second calculation point (𝑑2 ). In
this study, the representation of the deformation slope is
(time/mm). Table 4 presents the results from the calculation.
According to the calculation results shown in Table 4, we
found 𝐶DWPA to be smaller than the dynamic stability of the
Chinese standard rutting test, as the weight of the test wheels
(0.78 kN for the Chinese standard rutting test total axle load)
was smaller than that of the DWPA test. We realized that
when we used the 𝐶DWPA index as the evaluation standard, we
can also receive similar results: rutting performance of AC13C mixture with 70# asphalt was the worst, and MLB-13 and
SMA-13 mixture with SBS asphalt was the best. This analysis
revealed that the use of the 𝐶DWPA index as evaluation
standard was feasible.

Advances in Materials Science and Engineering
After referring to the Chinese specification [5], we
preliminary determined the rutting performance evaluation
standard for the DWPA test: 60∘ C for the test temperature,
2.5 kN for the axle load, and 0.7 MPa for the tire pressure. The deformation slope 𝐶DWPA should not be below
300 times/mm for the ordinary asphalt mixture (70#); not
below 900 times/mm for the modified asphalt mixture and
also not below 1000 times/mm for the stone mastic asphalt
(SMA) mixture. The important factor to take into consideration is that the index still requires field-measured data
for calibration. Our target is to conduct a follow-up research
study focusing on this.
4.2.2. Total Deformation Index. The total rutting deformation
slope is intuitive; however, the indexes are easily influenced
by the initial degree of compaction of the specimen. Lower
initial degrees of compaction of the specimen will result in
a larger total amount of deformation. As shown in Figure 8,
we noticed that, after 2000 repetitions, the rutting depth
of different materials stabilized. At that moment, the total
deformation was sufficient to characterize the performance of
the antirutting mixture. With reference to the APA test, the
total deformation for the evaluation standard of the DWPA
criteria we chose was as follows: after 2000 repetitions, the
rut depth did not exceed 10 mm, or after 8000 repetitions, the
rut depth did not exceed 15 mm. However, this criterion still
requires actual engineering (on-field) correction.
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It is based on the geometric relationship of the series or
the degree of similarity of the curve that determines the
degree of correlation between all factors. If the shape of the
curves is similar, the degree of correlation is closer to one
(1); otherwise, the correlation will be closer to zero (0). The
grey relational analysis method has no special requirements
regarding the sample size. The analysis does not have to
obey the typical distribution rule, and the factors are unified
into the system for comparison and analysis; therefore, it is
suitable for the analysis of the rutting test results via different
test methods. The calculation steps are as follows.
Firstly, the evaluation index system is determined according to the analysis target. Then, the reference data column and
the comparison data column are determined. The reference
data column should be an ideal comparison standard, while
the reference data column can be constructed with the
optimal value (or the worst value) of each index:
𝑋0 = {𝑥0 (1) , 𝑥0 (2) , 𝑥0 (3) , . . . , 𝑥0 (𝑚)} .

In the second step, the dimension of the indicator data
is turned to be dimensionless and can be written in the
formation of the following matrix:
(𝑋0 , 𝑋1 , 𝑋2 , . . . , 𝑋𝑛 )
𝑥0 (1) 𝑥1 (1) ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ 𝑥𝑛 (1)
=(

5. Rutting Index Correlation Analysis
The previous analysis revealed that deformation slope and
total deformation indexes could be used as evaluation index
of DWPA rutting test. Among them, the dynamic deformation slope reflects the rutting stability growth process, an
index that represents the rutting growth speed, but cannot
confirm the position of rutting curve. Comprehensively
considering the total deformation of the mixture, it represents
the supplemental compaction and shear deformation, which
can intuitively evaluate the rutting resistance performance
of the material. However, we still need one single index
for the DWPA test to appropriately describe the rutting
performance and to guide the material design for the DWPA
test. Therefore, it is necessary to analyze the results of the
rutting test with grey relational analysis technology [26].
5.1. Grey Relational Analysis Technology. The theory of a grey
system was proposed and developed in 1980 by Professor
Deng Zulong, a famous scholar in China. Its main contents
include a theoretical system based on the “grey hazy set”; this
analytic system is based on the Obscure Correlation Space
and the Obscure Sequence Generation Method System and
uses the grey model (G, M) as core model system [27, 28].
Its application areas include grey correlation analysis, grey
prediction, grey decision, and grey predictive control.
Among these, grey association refers to the indeterminate
association between things. The grey relational analysis is
a method for analyzing the degree of correlation for each
factor in the system or a method of quantitative analysis of
the development trend of the dynamic process of the system.

(1)

𝑥0 (2) 𝑥1 (2) ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ 𝑥𝑛 (2)
..
.

..
.

d

..
.

).

(2)

𝑥0 (𝑚) 𝑥1 (𝑚) ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ 𝑥𝑛 (𝑚)
The dimensionless methods commonly used are averaged
method and initialized method, respectively:
𝑥𝑖 (𝑘) =

𝑥𝑖 (𝑘)
,
𝑚
(1/𝑚) ∑𝑘=1 𝑥𝑖 (𝑘)

𝑥 (𝑘)
,
𝑥𝑖 (𝑘) = 𝑖
𝑥𝑖 (1)

(3)

where 𝑖 = 0, 1, 2, . . . , 𝑛; 𝑘 = 1, 2, 3, . . . , 𝑚.
The third step is to calculate the absolute difference between each comparison sequence and the reference sequence |𝑥0 (𝑘) − 𝑥𝑖 (𝑘)| and to determine the
𝑛
𝑚
min𝑛𝑖=1 min𝑚
𝑘=1 |𝑥0 (𝑘) − 𝑥𝑖 (𝑘)| and max𝑖=1 max𝑘=1 |𝑥0 (𝑘) − 𝑥𝑖 (𝑘)|.
The last step is to calculate the grey correlation coefficient:
𝜁𝑖 (𝑘)
=


 (4)


min𝑖 min𝑘 𝑥0 (𝑘) − 𝑥𝑖 (𝑘) + 𝜌 ⋅ max𝑖 max𝑘 𝑥0 (𝑘) − 𝑥𝑖 (𝑘)
,




𝑥0 (𝑘) − 𝑥𝑖 (𝑘) + 𝜌 ⋅ max𝑖 max𝑘 𝑥0 (𝑘) − 𝑥𝑖 (𝑘)

where 𝜌 is the resolution factor (from 0 to 1). The smaller the
resolution factor is, the greater the difference between factors
will be. In general, 𝜌 equals 0.5.
5.2. Grey Relational Analysis of Rutting Test Results. Five
rutting indexes were used for the grey relational analysis in
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Table 5: Series of grey relational analysis.
AC-13F
Rutting test

Reference data
column

Comparison data
column

MLB-13

SMA-13

AC-13C

SBS modified asphalt

DWPA rut depth
In 2000 times (mm)
DWPA rut depth
In 8000 times (mm)
𝐶DWPA
(time/mm)
APA rut depth
(mm)
Rut depth of the
Chinese standard
rutting test (mm)
Dynamic stability
index (time/mm)

AC-13C
High
modified
asphalt

AC-13C
70# paving
grade asphalt

3.16

1.82

2.44

2.63

1.21

6.33

10.22

4.29

4.98

7.58

4.46

18.66

850.3

2426.5

2359.3

1213.0

1843.5

486.6

3.41

0.73

1.12

1.81

0.92

4.61

3.824

1.925

2.019

2.507

1.720

5.393

2543.3

7076.4

7254.8

3753.6

6289.2

1695.7

Table 6: Results of grey relational analysis.
Index
DWPA rut depth in 2000 times
DWPA rut depth in 8000 times
𝐶DWPA

APA rut depth
0.9985
0.9990
0.7513

Rut depth of the Chinese standard rutting test
0.9858
0.9868
0.7523

this research, namely, the rut depth index of the APA test,
the depth index of the Chinese standard rutting test, the
dynamic stability index, the depth index of the DWPA test,
and the dynamic stability index 𝐶DWPA . Therefore, the depth
of the DWPA rutting test (2000 and 8000 repetitions) and
the dynamic stability index 𝐶DWPA were used as reference
data columns, with the remainder of the indicators as the
comparison data column. Data for analysis are shown in
Table 5.
The correlation between the reference series and the
comparison sequence was calculated vie the grey relational
analysis method. The calculation process was simplified with
MATLAB. The results are shown in Table 6.
According to Table 6, we found good correlation degree
among DWPA rut depth index, APA rut depth, and rut
depth of the Chinese standard rutting test. However, a poor
correlation degree was found with the other two indicators.
To further analyze the comprehensive correlation degree
between indexes of each rut test, the correlation order of the
index series was calculated to reflect the correlation between
reference series and comparison sequence. The calculation
method is as follows:
𝑟0𝑖 =

1 𝑚
∑ 𝜁 (𝑘) .
𝑚 𝑘=1 𝑖

(5)

From Formula (5), the correlation orders of DWPA
rutting depth index with the other three indicators were
0.7736 (2000 repetitions) and 0.7741 (8000 repetitions) and

Dynamic stability index
0.3365
0.3365
0.9450

the correlation orders of 𝐶DWPA with the other three indicators were 0.8162. This result indicated that the 𝐶DWPA
index was more suited to reflect the rutting resistance of
the material, which highly correlated with the APA rutting
index and the rutting test index in China. Furthermore,
this result showed that repetitions of 2000 and 8000 were
appropriate to calculate the 𝐶DWPA index and it was also
reasonable to assume that it was better to characterize the
rutting resistance of the material via the deformation slope
of the creep deformation stage, which was consistent with
specifications.
Therefore, the criteria for DWPA rutting test are as follows: the 𝐶DWPA index of the material is calculated from the
rut depth of 2000 and 8000 repetitions at a test temperature
of 60∘ C, the axle load is 2.5 kN, and the tire pressure is
0.7 MPa. According to the technical requirements in the
existing specification, and with reference to the test results of
each material, the technical requirements of the 𝐶DWPA index
could be determined: for a plain asphalt mixture, it is not
below 300 times/mm, for the dense gradation with modified
asphalt mixture, it is not below 900 times/mm, and for SMA
mixture, it is not below 1000 times/mm.

6. Conclusion
This study aimed to establish the evaluation index of the Driving Wheel Pavement Analyzer via comparative examination
between the APA test and the Chinese standard rutting test
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and to validate its feasibility, reliability, and accuracy. We
preliminary established a corresponding rutting performance
evaluation standard for DWPA test. Based on the analysis of
the test results, we noticed that the total deformation index
from three types of rutting methods basically yield the same
results; furthermore, with regard to the deformation slope
index, subtle differences were found between the DWPA
test results and the Chinese standard rutting test results.
Furthermore, the 𝐶DWPA index was better to reflect the
rutting resistance of the material for DWPA test, which highly
correlated with the APA rut depth and the rutting test index
in China according to the grey relational analysis results.
Compared to other rutting test methods, the DWPA test
provides more rutting information. One of the directions for
future research is to deeply analyze these data and to explore
the mechanism of the material creep process. Secondly, the
DWPA test had better applicability and can be used for
materials in some special sections such as long slopes, steep
slopes, and high temperature environments. Finally, indoor
tests (laboratory) and actual pavement rutting depths were
inevitably different; therefore, future research will focus on
fitting the actual rutting performance and its prediction. For
this, references can be made to the South Africa mobile load
simulator (MMLS3) test evaluation method [18], combined
with asphalt pavement reverse design techniques to reshape
the actual pavement structure via indoor tests and onfield long-term observations, thus establishing a relationship
between indoor and outdoor rutting depth.
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